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Introduction 

The article Hebrew the pure language of Zephaniah 3:9 makes a claim that the verse prior to it (Zephaniah 3:8) 

is the only verse in the Hebrew bible where every Hebrew letter including the sofits are represented.  I had 

written that article and showed that in fact every Hebrew letter including the sofits was represented, but I took it 

on faith that that verse was the only verse where this had occurred.  I had a bible database and being a geek, I 

decided one day to try to prove this and so this is the reason for this article. 

 

FYI: If you’re not knowledgeable of relations databases (this was all done in Microsoft Access) and queries 

then it’s highly unlikely that you are not going to understand what I’m saying. 

 

This proof uses four tables… 

1. Scripture: a table that includes all verses in the bible with one row representing one verse. The two 

relevant fields used are Key and Key2.  Key is the identity/primary/autonumber surrogate key (relates to 

the foreign key field ScriptureID).  The field Key2 is a text field which is the logical key (e.g. Zep 3:8).  

This table is only used by the last query qryZep_3_8_5_Top25_qsel just so I can show the logical key. 

2. Bible_BHS_Verse_Word_Letter: This table contains four fields the first three of which is the primary 

key.  What gives this table uniqueness is that each row will have the Hebrew Unicode value for a given 

verse/word/letter.  The fieds are ScriptureID (Foreign key to Scripture.Key), WordCnt (the Hebrew 
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word in question), LetterCnt (which letter of the word in question) and HebrewUnicode is the Unicode 

value for the Hebrew letter. 

3. Transliteration_Hebrew_Unicode: This table is a summary of Bible_BHS_Verse_Word_Letter in 

that it shows all the Hebrew Unicodes used by that table (field Unicode9).  This would include these 

fields…the name of the letter (Transliteration), whether or not it has a dagesh, The actual Hebrew letter, 

whether or not it is a vowel point and finally whether or not it’s a sofit (aka sophit).  There is also a field 

called Unicode9ND which has a value only for dagesh fields, and the value is the Unicode9 value of the 

equivalent non dagesh fields (ND=Non Dagesh).   The use of the field Unicode9ND is explained in the 

query qryZep_3_8_3_quni. 

4. Table Zep_3_8 is a worker / temporary table which is populated by qryZep_3_8_2_qapp.  It is a subset 

of Bible_BHS_Verse_Word_Letter because 1) it eliminates rows that only represent vowel points 2) it is 

only captures the ScriptureID, HebrewUnicode and the Unicode9ND fields and 3) because of it’s 

primary key, it only captures rows that have one instance of ScriptureID, HebrewUnicode, 

Unicode9ND.  

 

Here are the queries that I used to show my proof. 

qryZep_3_8_2_qapp 
 

 
INSERT INTO Zep_3_8 ( ScriptureID, Unicode9, Unicode9ND ) 

SELECT ScriptureID, HebrewUnicode, Unicode9ND 

FROM Bible_BHS_Verse_Word_Letter  

 INNER JOIN Transliteration_Hebrew_Unicode ON  

  Bible_BHS_Verse_Word_Letter.HebrewUnicode = Transliteration_Hebrew_Unicode.Unicode9 

WHERE VowelPoints=False 
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qryZep_3_8_3_quni 

SELECT ScriptureID, Unicode9 AS Unicode FROM Zep_3_8 WHERE Unicode9ND Is Null 

UNION  

SELECT ScriptureID, Unicode9ND AS Unicode FROM Zep_3_8 WHERE Unicode9ND Is Not Null; 

 

Graphically this is … 

 

Unioned with … 

 

 

Description: A caveat of the problem domain (as I understand it anyway) is that for a particular verse we don’t 

care if the letter has a dagesh or not.  If, for example, a row from Zep_3_8 has a Bet letter without a dagesh and 

a Bet letters with a dagesh, I only want to count this once.   

That is what this union query does.   

The first part of the query selects only letters that do not have a dagesh and the second part only selects rows 

that have a dagesh.  The union does a Distinct operation so it only selects one … which is what I want. 

What about Sheen/Seen without a dagesh and a Sheen/Seen with a dagesh?  I am assuming here that these four 

possibilities only count as one.  See how I enforced this rule by looking at the values of Unicode9ND for these 

letters … 64298, 64299, 64300 and 64301; found in the Transliteration_Hebrew_Unicode table. 
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qryZep_3_8_4_qsel 

 

 

SELECT  

  ScriptureID 

, Count(Unicode) AS CountOfUnicode 

FROM qryZep_3_8_3_quni 

GROUP BY ScriptureID; 

 

Group by the verse (ScriptureID and count the 

number of rows.  This will show the count of letters 

used in each verse. 

 

 

 

 

qryZep_3_8_5_Top25_qsel 

 

 

SELECT TOP 20 Key, Key2, CountOfUnicode 

FROM qryZep_3_8_4_qsel  

  INNER JOIN Scripture ON  

    ScriptureID = Key 

ORDER BY CountOfUnicode DESC; 

 

Finally select a sample of rows and join with the 

Scripture table so that you can see the human readable 

verse (Key2).  Because I’m sorting by the letter count 

in descending order, we will be insured that the verses 

with the most letters represented will show up first. 
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Sample output of qryZep_3_8_5_Top25_qsel 

 

Key Key2 CountOfUnicode 

22829 Zep 3:8 27 

12761 Est 3:13 26 
4241 Num 16:46 25 

9981 2Ki 16:17 25 

6474 Jos 23:13 25 

627 Gen 24:35 25 

10170 2Ki 23:4 25 

9979 2Ki 16:15 25 

11226 2Ch 2:14 25 

20997 Eze 22:20 25 
12829 Est 8:11 25 

12520 Neh 9:8 25 

5039 Deu 4:34 24 

4752 Num 32:33 24 

9707 2Ki 6:32 24 

10245 2Ki 25:22 24 

10455 1Ch 5:26 24 

10951 1Ch 21:16 24 

 

Conclusion 

The results of this query prove that Zep 3:8 and only Zep 3:8 has not only the most Hebrew letters represented 

by in fact all the Hebrew letters represented (22 Hebrew letters + 5 sofit letters = 27). 

 

If you accept that my tables accurately represent the values of the Hebrew bible (I certainly think they do), then 

I believe that I have conclusively shown that the premise of the article Hebrew the pure language of Zephaniah 

3:9 is accurate.
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Table: Transliteration_Hebrew_Unicode 

 

Only the fields used in the queries are shown.  
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Table: Bible_BHS_Verse_Word_Letter 

 

 

 

Table: Zep_3_8 

 

 

 

Total rows 476,377 rows. Sample data showing the unique letters of Gen 1:1, where unique includes letters with a dagesh. 
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Compare Zep 3:8 with Est 3:13  

Est 3:13 is the next verse with the most represented Hebrew Letters.  In Est 3:13.  This verse is missing the 

last letter in my list the Tsadik Sofit i.e. the Final (sofit) Righteous (Tsadik) letter.  

 

 

 

Ester (Hadash) 3:13 

 

http://www.myhebrewbible.com/Interlinear/Details?scriptureID_Beg=12749&scriptureID_End=12763&bookAndChapterName=Esther%20%28Hadasah%29%203
http://www.myhebrewbible.com/Interlinear/Details?scriptureID_Beg=12749&scriptureID_End=12763&bookAndChapterName=Esther%20%28Hadasah%29%203

